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Tuesday, Aprll 14, 1987
. . . wut be cloudy and windy with
oc casional
showers
and
th un
derstorms
Tuesday and Tuesday
night. Highs in the upper 50s or low
60s.

Lows in the low 50s.

Action party
found clear
of violations

.,,

By JULIE LEWIS
News editor

·

Chi fraternity members compete against
Sigma Nu fraternity members in the Greek

Unity canoe competition Monday. The Delta Chi
team lost a paddle half way through the race.

irplane scheme' certarn rip-off
suggest that an "airplane scheme," an
means of making money, has taken off at
· g to Phil Mueller, spokesman for the
attorney general, the "airplane scheme,"
y known as the "pyramid scheme," is
t.o rip-off someone.
'd the person who begins the scheme is
as the "pilot." He recruits two "copilots" that
a certain sum of money to get involved in
e.
"copilots" recruit four "flight attendants,"
which eight ''passengers" are recruited. All
get money from the people lower than
Mueller said. He noted that the ''pilot"
money from everyone.
g the amount of money people pay to get
er said, ''The range tends to run anywhere
$50 to $1500. That's just a typical range," he
t j ust depends on who sets up the pyramid
much they are asking to get in.
everybody pays in, all that money goes to
'pilot,"' Mueller added. "When he gets his
,he walks."
the ''pilot" leaves, the "copilots" become
and start two new "airplanes."
·

''That means, you have to double the number of
people coming in," Mueller said. ''The second time,
you have to quadruple." He referred to the chain
reaction as "geometric progression."
He said the airplane will eventually run out of
passengers. ''Pretty soon, the 'pyramid' has to fall of
its own weight if you can't keep the 'pyramid'
going," he said.
"The top guy flies, the 'plane' crashes, and you
lose all your money," Mueller said. ''The only guy
that's guaranteed to get money is the 'pilot."'
He said the scheme is illegal because "It's a 100
percent certainty that someone is going to lose their
money. You are not selling anything. You are not
marketing anything. Eventually, people lose their
money."
The scheme is a misdemeanor and punishable
with up to a $1,000 fine and up to one year in jail,
he said.
It's not an easy charge to prosecute someone on.
''Realistically, this is a very difficult thing to
prosecute," he said. The main objective of the at
torney general's office is to let people know they can
lose money, he said.
He said the scheme most often occurs on college
campuses and, to his knowledge, is most commoni
at the University of Illinois. "It's really popular on
college campuses," he said.

It was announced Wednesday at a special Student
Senate meeting that the Action Party in the student
government elections race was found not to be in
violation of the senate constitution or a state law.
A hearing was held Monday morning concerning
a protest filed by three members of the Voice Party
Friday, accusing Deb Camren, Action candidate for
student body president, and the Action Party of
allowing state funds to be used for campaigning
purposes.
Student Body President Michael Madigan said as
soon as students pay fees, that money becomes state
funding. "Nearly every group on campqs is state
funded," he added. ''The committee felt it didn't
have the authority to define who could endorse or
not."
In a letter submitted to the senate, Colleen
Murphy, senate elections committee chair, said,
''The Election Committee does not have the
authority to limit who has the right to 'endorse' a
party and/or candidate; therefore those who are
endorsed do not bear the liability or the con
sequences of such endorsements."
The protest followed the release of a newsletter
distributed by Eastern's Honors program, which
included a listing of the Action party candidates
and "Vote Action" art.
The Voice members were concerned that the
newsletter was state funded and also violated their
rights to a fair campaign.
In the letter of protest, it was said that Camren,
an active member in the Honors program, was "in a
position to stop this from happening. But she did
not act with honor."
Camren said Sunday that she did give a listing of
the Action candidates to the Honors program and
told them "do what you want with them." Yet, she
also said the thought of the newsletter being state
funded never entered her mind.
The questions posed to the elections committee
involved whether the Honors program ran the
Action material as an endorsement, and whether
the funding actually came from the state. These
questions were deliberated at the hearing.
Those who signed the protest, Joe O'Mera, Voice
party campaign manager; Roger Thomson, Voice
candidate for student body president; and Susan
Pennington, Voice candidate for Board of
Governors representative; attended the hearing
Monday.
Madigan, Anita Craig and Jane Watson attended
the hearing in an advisory capacity. Also present at
the hearing was Murphy, Kirsten Werner, election
committee co-chair, and members of the Action
(See ACTION, page 7)
•

udent government constitution revisions on ballot
Student Senate unanimously approved the
t government constitution revisions in a
session Monday and will place the
dum on Wednesday's ballot for student
al.
ent Body President Michael Madigan said
will be copies of the constitution with
hted changes available at the polling places.
'gan said the revisions were needed to clarify
nstitution and put it in a more readable form.
ever, not all the changes were reworded.
were a few additions to the constitution such
g the election rules from the senate bylaws
constitution.
also involved moving the listing of how many
t.e seats there are for each district from the
'tution to the senate bylaws.
'gan said this would allow for the possibility
ging the number of senators in each district
·

·

according to the population in the residence halls
and off-campus.
Other additions include giving the executive vice
president the responsibility of interviewing can
didates for student/faculty boards and committees.
The vice president can then appoint student
members to the boards with the approval of the
president.
An addition to the president's powers is a line
item veto. The president will be able to veto any
single part of a bill or resolution.
This veto must then be overridden by two-thirds
vote by the senate.
Madigan said this would help to speed up the
process of reworking bills. Instead of three weeks, it
would only take about two weeks to approve a bill.
For instance, a single item of a bill can be vetoed,
then signed by the president and sent to the Council
for Academic Affairs to place it on the agenda.
While waiting to be heard by the CAA, the senate

can vote on the recommended line item changes,
thus cutting down on the time before it is voted on.
If the senate overrides the line item veto, it can
pull the vetoed bill off the CAA agenda.
However, Madigan said the line item veto will not
have any bearing on the senate's approval of the
budgets because the senate approves them as a
whole.
Allowing or disallowing line items on a budget is
the responsibility of the Apportionment Board,
Madigan said.
The last major change was the elimination of the
word "ex-officio member" concerning the lobbying
efforts to get a combined student vote on the Board
of Governors.
Madigan said it was because he didn't "want to
limit ourselves to not having a vote on BOG." He
added if the legislation passes, the constitution
would still be current either way. ''We want to make
our constitution flexible."
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- Associated Press

Chad drives away Libyan forces,

.. State/Nation/World
•.

ending the 4-year occupancy

Illinois raises speed limit to 65
SPRINGFIELD-Illinois motorists can begin driving at
65 mph on 1 ,428 miles of rural interstate highway in late
April, state officials said Monday.
More than 1 ,000 signs alerting motorists to the change
will be placed between April 27-29, and 65 mph will be the
legal speed when the signs are posted, said Transportation
Secretary Greg Baise.
The 55 mph speed limit will remain in effect on most of
the state's 136,000 miles of highway, officials said. The
Illinois State Toll Highway Authority board will meet
April 30, however, to consider, raising the speed limit on
toll roads, said spokesperson Sari Mintz.
''When motorists see the new 65 mile-per-hour signs,
they will be authorized to travel at that speed," State
Police Director James Zagel said at a news conference.
''However, until the signs are posted, the current speed
limits will be in effect."

FAYA LARGEAU, Chad (AP)-A wrecked
loudspeaker van, a larger-than-life photo of
Libya's Moammar Ghadafi pasted on one
window, stands with all its wheels removed in
the yard of a disused school building.
The scene seems to symbolize Ghadafi's four
year-long attempt to impose a form of Libyan
colonialism in neighboring Chad. His efforts in
Faya Largeau collapsed in disgrace last month
when highly mobile Chad forces handed the
Libyan army its most crushing defeat, chasing
it from most of the 500,000-square-mile nor
thern Chad desert.
Faya Largeau, 600 miles nt:>rtheast of the
capital, N'Djamena, is Chad's largest oasis. The
homes of rich merchants and camel traders are
still visible in walled gardens, amid palm trees
and oleander bushes, but most are in ruins,
RUSH

RUSH

RUSH

looted of everything, even window panes
light switches.
All but 3,000 of Faya Largeau 's
inhabitants fled from the Libyan occu
two weeks after the Libyan defeat, they
trickling back in trucks carrying relief su
Women wept when they saw their
homes.
Those who stayed behind tell of a
regime that tried to Libyanize them
their will with the help of local collabora
Quototations from Ghadafi's "Green
cover the whitewashed mosque and the P
Committee headquarters in the main
Over some of them, ''Long Live Ha
scrawled in French in expressions of su
support for Chad's president, Hissene Ha
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��ALPHA GAMMA DELT

Dates: April 14-16
Time: 7-10 p.m.
Place: McAfee South Gym
DRESS: LEOTARD, NYLONS,
TENNIS SHOES
FOR MORE INFO, CALL
IRENE 581-2327
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Call for information

and RSVP
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Co:qgratulatio11
LATE NIGHT SPECIAL
AFTER 9:00 P.M.

A Large
DOMINO'S PIZZA

A Regular
DOMINO'S PIZZA

s39�TASK s59�TASK
348-1626

Not valid with other offers or coupons

OFFER MAY EXPIRE WITHOUT NOTICE
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Laura Bruce

Ken Kubycheck

Allen Bryant

Phil Michaels

Debbie English·

Joe N emensky

Elinor Gonzales

Debbie Powell

Laurie Haycraft

Lynda Prose

Jill Struessel

New members of Kappa Mu EpsiloQ,
tl1e Matl1 Hoqorary fraterqity

I tJt?§clet,
SJ>t?Cietl!
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students
rged with
oburglary
1umors have been arrested and
connection with a car break in that
m Eastern parking lot recently.
Eric Miller, 20, and Robert Gilbert, 20,
charged last Tuesday with burglary to a
· e following an incident that occured

y.

charges filed by Avery Gerstein, Coles
· tant state's attorney, Miller and Gilbert
by police for allegedly breaking into
· e April 7 in Lot W, adjacent to Lawson
ents posted $400 bond and were
police following their arrest.
Kohanzo, university judicial hearing ofcampus police officers arrested the two
'dence hall night assistant observed the
ting to break into a car.
allegedly ran off when two night
•went out to the parking lot to see what
g, Kohanzo said. The campus police,
already been notified, arrested both Miller
when "they were cornered by Lantz
t three blocks away from where the
had occured.
Miller and Gilbert are residents of Taylor
·

said he was "not for certain" if Gilbert

r had been involved in the recent rash of

ins. He noted that the judicial board has
"taken action to expel three students for car
this year."
(students) were arrested in one incident and
ent) admitted to four (car) burglaries,"
said. ''They also faced criminal charges"
their expulsions from Eastern.
and Gilbert will not only have to face a
hearing set for 9 a.m. April 20 at the
unty Courthouse, but they will also have to
before East.em's university judicial board.
g will be sometime this week," Kohanzo
·

--i«'

"1<

FRANK POLICH I Staff photographer

Helping hand
In spite of heavy rains earlier in the day, the Pi
Kappa Alpha· and Delta Chi fraternities play soft-

ball as a part of the Greek Unity games Monday.

sorderly conduct charge given to Eastern student
F.astern student, who was placed
· ial supervision for vandalizing
· Sigma Kappa fraternity house
ber, has been charged with
erly conduct.
or Todd Dart was arrested in
early morning of April 5 at Mike
Stan's bar, 504 Monroe Ave., by
n police and charged with
erly
conduct.
Disorderly
is a misdemeanor.
ere was a fight outside Stan and
·

Mike's" and the police were called,
said Avery Gerstein, Coles County
assistant state's attorney. ''Todd
(Dart) �as alleged to have pounded on
the door and window" of the tavern,
and he was arrested, he said.
However, Dart was not charged in
connection with the fight. Gerstein
added, "He was arrested for pounding
on the door and window" at Mike and
Stan's.
Gerstein said the state's attorney
had "completed the investigation" of
the case and the charge against Dart

ives delivers talk

to Faculty Senate

Stanley Rives is
uled to speak to the Faculty Senate at its
meeting Tuesday.
e always has something to tell us," said
ty Senate Chair Mary Wohlrabe. The
te will also ask him questions.
rn

President

other business, psychology instructor
rt Morice, who has served on the senate,
discuss forming a faculty code of ethics.
-:He's been associated with the topic and he's
terested (in a code of ethics)," Wohlrabe

"I said it would be a good idea to contact
UP (American Association of University
fessors)," Morice said. He noted that the
UP has a code of ethics.
"The students have a handbook with all the
es listed.· The rules are clearly stated,"
ohlrabe said. ''The faculty has no code of
·cs."

The senate will meet at 2 p.m. in the Union
dition Martinsvill� room.

·

would be filed with the Coles County
Circuit Clerk. Dart must now post
bond at the court house, he added.
Dart had previously been arrested
Dec; 19 on charges of vandalizing the
former Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity
house, 1509 Second St. Dart, a Phi
Sigma Kappa member, and two other
fraternity alumni, were arrested and
charged with criminal damage to
property.
After the guilty plea, Dart received
12 months judicial supervision, or
dered to pay $270 in court costs, $100

for restitution and was given credit
three days for time he had already
served in the Coles County Safety and
Detention Center.
After Dart and the two other
fraternity members were sentenced
for
vandalizing
their
former
residence, the Phi Sigma Kappa house
was purchased by two Champaign real
estate developers and the house was
tom down to make space available for
an apartment complex expected to be
completed in August.

Political Studies Conference offers
seminars over religion and pblitics
By JUDY WEIDMAN
Activities editor

The 11th Illinois Political Studies Conference will
host seminars dealing with ''Religion and Politics: Is
the Relationship Changing?" from Wednesday
through Friday in the University Union.
Conference director Tom Scism, an Eastern
political science instructor, said the conference will
and
positions
controversial
many
contain
statements.
For example, during one session Eastern speech
communications instructor Floyd Merritt will claim
that there is a strong effort to remove all vestiges of
religion from the modern American scene by using
modern philosophies.
The media, Merritt said, depicts preachers and
Christians
as
"ignorant,
extreme,
bigoted,
hypocrites, buffoons, Elmer Gantrys, mercenary, or
at best, irrelevant and old-fashioned."
Merritt went on to say, ''The media appears much
more often than not to present anything religious in
a derogatory way."
By contrast,_ Richard Pierard of Indiana Stafo

University claims that the government led by
President Reagan,. panders to the New Religious
Right, that it has an apocalyptic view of the future,
and that it damages our foreign policy by viewing
Russia as an "evil empire," Scism said.
The sessions on Wednesday will include:
•"Reagan's Foreign Policy: Moral and Ethical
Issues;" 2 p.m. in the Greenup room.
•"Religion In America: Will it Go the Way of the
Dirgible?" 2 p.m. in the Effingham room.
•''The Effect of Democracy Upon the Kingdom of
God in America;" 3:30 p.m. in the Effingham room.
•''Religion: The Burden and Glory of American
Political Life;" 7:30 p.m. in the Charleston-Mattoon
room.
_

Correction

The winner of Greek Sing was incorrectly
reported in Monday's edition of The Daily Eastern
News. The winner was Sigma Chi. The News regrets
the error.

Stuck between a rock and a hard pla
Opinion

Editorials represent
the majority opinion
. of the editorial board
The Dally Eastern News
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A tax increase
or service cut,
take lesser evil

,

There are some cliches that are often
true, including the one about death, truces
and inevitability.
For example, there were rumblings last
week from City Hall about a new increase
in utility rates. Dick Corbin, Charleston
public . property commissioner, said if the
city receives no state
help
for
its
new
spillway project, there
may be a need for· an increase in taxes,
coupled with a cutback in services:
Hopefully, his prediction won't come true,
and there will be no true increase or
cutback in services.
Corbin has suggested a 1 Y:i- to 2percent increase in utility tax rates. This
would
bring·
the
total
true
on
all
utilities-water, gas and electricity-to 5
percent.
Corbin said this will all be unnecessary if
Charleston gets some of the $900,000 in
Build Illinois funds that have been aban
doned by another city and are now up for
grabs.
But if state JTIOney doesn't come
through, the city will have to decide
. whether it wants to raise truces or cut back
on fire, police and ambulance protection
or funding for senior citizen centers.
However,
Chris
Bezruki,
executive
assistant to the city council, seems to
prefer cutbacks to true increases. Bezruki,
who presented a preliminary $3.46 million

Edl•tori·al

general operating budget to the city
council last Wednesday, said he does not
thin� a true increase is necessary and
expects
the
council
to
trim
about
$100,000 from his figures.
By Bezruki's own admission, 80 percent
of the the city's budget is tied up in fixed
personnel
costs
such
as
salaries,
workmen··s compensation paym ents .and
insurance, which leaves very l ittle to cut.
"No politician seeking re-election wants to
raise truces or cutback on se rvices But, in
order to be responsible, the city council
must consider all possibilities.
It is still very premature to say there will or
wm not be a tax increase. So far, Corbin is
the only one saying it may be needed.
There will be those who oppose any tax
increase on a matter of principle. But if we
had to make the choice right now, we would
choose the lesser evil of a higher tax rate
than risk living with less effective fire and
police protection.
-

·.

.

Life is just full of rocks and hard places, isn
Ever been between a rock
People are bound to get caught in betw
and a hard place?
two every once and a while. Aren't they?
And just what ·does that
Look at Reagan. Poor guy.
mean?
lranscam. Reporters. The Tower Com
Is it when you want to
Nancy. I'd say he has it tougher than the
graduate, but missed the
writing
bear.
the
for
deadline
And of course there's Jim Bakker.
competency exam? No test.
That probably says it all. But for fun let's J
No diploma.
around a phrase or two. Tammy. Secretary.
Or when you want a tan,
affair. Bribery. Misappropriated funds. Mad
but not skin cancer? No tan.:
religion. To sum up a few.
No conformity.
A. L.
What about closer to home? Nothing r
0 r when you want to be
comment on is there?
skinny, but you have in- Landers
Oh, just for kicks let's mention Mike
satiable urges for beer and.
Columnists. Coverage policies. Purse stri
chocolate (not necessarily at the same time,
although it happens}? No thin body. No bigger and . First Amendment.
In fact, Madigan must have such a hard
better life.
Or is it when Indiana Jones and his small boy pulling it all together he can't keep all of
pointments. I know of one he couldn't
sidekick get trapped in a room with moving walls.
It happened in the Temple of Doom. The walls make even though he requested it. We
interview Monday at 9 a.m.
started closing in and things looked really bleak.
He didn't show. He didn't call. He wast
I think there were a lot of bugs around. Big bugs.
Anyway the leading lady overcame her time. Sounds like something a responsible
squeamishness in time to save the day and a few body president would do, doesn't it?
You know, the postman. comes up agai
lives by tripping the off switch. Lucky break.
of rocks and hard places.
Nah, that isn't it.
Rain. Sleet. Snow. Big dogs with big tee
It might be when a prisoner is being bent over a
giant hot brazier in an ancient religious ceremony. yet day after day, he/she overcomes and
It might be when the high priest is leaning over the severes in a dedicated effort to bring us OU'
prisoner, who is held by big burly guards, with a Be it a missive from a loved one, bills
stone knife. It might be when the high priest tries creditor or junk mail from a junk company at
to cut the prisoners heart out �o that it can be cast he/she comes through.
I think that should be a lesson for us all. Life
into the hot coals and burned as a sacrificial of
fering to a decidedly pagan god. It might be when be tough sometimes, but with perseverance
the prisoner breaks free and throws himself off the little .ingenuity we can make it, and probably
have a good time at it. You crazy kids you.
towering platform to fall to a squishy death.
Hey, it happens. At least he did it his way.
-A. L. Landers is a reporter and a
Yeah, that's got to be one example.
columnist of The Daily Eastern News.

Your turn
backs Lange, VP
Editor:
Being a member of the same
fraternity as financial vice
president candidate Craig Lange,
I can see not only a hard worker
but also a concerned member of
the student body. He shows
insight, responsibility, diligence
and leadership toward any task
he attempts. I am confident he
will exemplify the same qualities
in the financial vice president
office.
Most importantly, however, is
his experience. As a member of
the Action party, where ex
perience runs deep, Craig has
served two semesters on the
student fee allocating board, the
Apportionment Board. Please join
me in voting for this experience
on April 15. Vote for Craig Lange
and vote for Action in your
student government elections.

endorses Camren

a person who has shown great
enthusiasm and concern for the
students.
I am not personally familiar with
the other opponents, bufby
reading The Daily Eastern News

Chanelle's Daily
Editor:
Thank God (or whoever
the decision) for getting
Chanelle's Daily" out of the
paper!!! The two that are
replacing that little piec e of
are quite an improvement. I
understand why it took you
long to get the job done,
for one, am sure glad you

Dedicated Kraus

agrees with Spears

Former president

·

Glad for scrap pi

Campus counselor

·

Editor:
I am grateful to Garrick Spears
for his informative and moving
editorial (March 30) about
AL-Anon and Adult children of
Alcoholics groups. Because I
have worked with many students
who have been deeply affected
by alcoholism at home I know
how valuable support groups can
be for co-dependents. Because t
have also: worked with alcoholics
and otherwise chemically
dependant individuals, I also
know that Garrick Spears is .quite
fortunate-he can "'say with
certainty" that he "won't become
·an alcoholic."
The current diagnosis of
alcoholism follows a biogenetic
physiological disease model. In
simpler terms, this means that
the person diagnosed with
alcoholism compulsively uses
alcohol due to a combination of
factors involving tolerance,
altered brain chemistry and often

·

·

Floyd Akins
former student body president

Jeffrey R. Eckberg
President, Sigma Pi fraternity

Editor:
With all of the recent distur
bances at Eastern, everything
from fraternity mishaps to Union
power shortages, I feel that it is
tifrie for Eastern to begin concentrating on its image instead .of
creating new ways to make the
school look bad. Therefore, I
would like to submit this letter of
endorsement for Deb Camren
and the ACTION party.
As former student body
president, I had the opportunity
to work with Deb Camren. Deb is

a genetic predisposition for
addiction. Since compul
the major feature of alco
the alcoholic is usually the
person to recognize the
devastating effects of the
disease on the important
in his or her life.

everyday, I am able to keep in
touch with current issues. I will
say that their ideals will cause _a
considerable increase in student
fees.
We all know that students at
EIU love to party. I miss that part
of Eastern very much. We also
know that Eastern has some of
the best students in Illinois. And
as for my comment about the
fraternities, that was an un
fortunate situation, but we must
realize that Eastern has one of
the strongest greek systems in
·
the c<Juntry. This is the time that
everyone should pull together
and forget about the events of
the past year.
It is time to -consider the type
of person who you want to be
your student body president.
Take ACTION and vote for Deb
Camren.

Sigma Pi president

wins more sup

·

Editor:
As tong as fve known
Krause she's been a res
sible, hard working indivi
seen her communicate h
academic, social and.pol'·
levels with great interest
enthusiasm. Theresa works
diligently to achieve goals.
well-being of others as wel
herself. She has held offict
correspondent for the S
Senate through AHA and
been a member of both hal
council's executive board
Phi Epsilon Mu. A majority
free time is allotted to s
various Eastero committees
sponsored on and off
stand as a firm believer in
Theresa Krause's capabili
serve as an excellent ch
an at large senator.

·

·

Letters and columns
represent the views

of the authors
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ington endorsed

udent senator
Pennington, VOICE PARTY
te for BOG representative, is
the most dedicated individuals
t Senate. She is hard' responsible and dependable.
es every bit of herself to
nt the whole student body at
, and I think the position of
rep calls for just such
tion.
has done her homework and
exactly what this position
. She attended the BOG
g this month and met with
reps; her opponent has never
ed a BOG meeting. One of his
st strengths, her opponent
, is that he knows a lot of
, but Sue too knows a lot of
. She's outgoing and she asks
fellow students what they want.
listens to others, and speaks up
what she feels they believe.
has the experience of
senting large groups of people,
g attended both Model Illinois
ment and Model United
ns. She was voted one of the
delegates at the Model U.N.; and
s"erved as the head delegate for
em at MIG. She has the desire to
the job. She wants to do the
, and anything Sue wants to do,
throws herself into completely,
I definitely believe that Sue
ington is the best candidate for
representative.
·

·

Denise Wasetis
student senator

oice party has
st candidates
or:

The Dally Eastern News

Having been involved with Student
vemment for five semesters I feel
know what it takes to have effective
dent government leaders. It takes
d work, a desire to excel, and the
e time to be able to do a good job.
The VOICE PARTY filfs these
s to a T. The 1 1 person party
developed an excellent 1 0 point
tform with each candidate to work
their ideas.
And that is what they are doing,
rking on their ideas. Not just
paigning like the other two
ies.
Roger Thomson is an excellent
didate for Student B0dy
President. Unlik.P, his opponents
�ger is willing and able to work the
thirty hours a week it takes to be a
good president.
Krista Leahy is the only candidate
r Executive Vice President who

Tuesday, April t 4, t 98 7

should even be considered. Krista is
a two-time senate chair and was
voted senator of the semester last
fall. Her.main duty will be to interview
candidates to fill student/faculty
boards, like Apportionment Board.
Krista has interviewed over 100
students for these boards while her
opponents have interviewed a grand
total of zero.
Susan Pennington is the most
qualified candidate for the Board of
Governors representative. Susan took
the initiative to go to a BOG meeting
while her opponent did not. Susan is
co-chairman of a senate committee
and her opponent is not. Even though
he's been on senate for three
semesters he has never wanted to
chair a committee. Susan's number
one priority is student government
while her opponent's is not. That's
pointed out by the fact that he
missed eight roll calls this year.
I feel that this is the qualified party,
so vote VOICE on April 15.
Joe P. O'Mera
Ex-Senate S peaker and
Fundraising Chair

Bill Helmbacher
supports Thomson
Editor:
I am writing this letter to inform you
of my support for Roger Thomson for
the office of student body president.
Let me first say, I write this without
partisan interest of any kind. These
are my true opinions, unbiased by
political considerations.
Roger Thomson is a man of in
dependence, leadership and integrity.
These are the three qualities we
need most in student government.
Fi(st, Roger Thomson is his own
man. He does not owe his support to
any group or system seeking to
manipulate and dominate your student
government for its own advantage.
Second, Roger Thomson is a
strong leader. He will speak out
strongly for all the students. Roger
Thomson will not be controlled or
manipulated in office by anyone,
administration, faculty, students or his
current supporters.
Third Roger Thomson is a man of
integrity. He knows that a leader
must accept responsibility for his or
·

her followers' actions. Roger
Thomson would never and has never
gotten political advantage by illegal
means.
Roger Thomson is the candidate of
independence, leadership and in
tegrity. He has my complete support
and vote. He deserves .yours. Please
vote for Roger Thomson on April 1 5.
Bill Helmbacher
Chariman Student Senate
Legislative Committee

Former senator says
Beeman's unaware
Editor:
Before students make their final
decision concerning our next student
body president, I feel obligated to
inform the students that they are
beeing fooled by the "progressive
ideas and uniqueness" of Mr.
Beeman's platform
First of all, Beeman proposed to
work on obtaining a bus to take to
and from the bars. This idea dates
back at least five years. Creation of a
crosswalk from University Village to
campus is not only an old idea but
has already been proven a dead
issue due to liability of the university.
Another "original" idea that he
proposes is the establishment of a
postal drop in the union. Good idea!
Too bad that idea was initiated last
semester and will be implemented
next month.
Attention Eastern students, how do
you expect Mr. Beeman to run your
university when he doesn't even
know what is going on with it now?
"Keeping student fees down ...
keeping student fees down," he says
time and time again. Along with the
establishment of a Ticketmaster, the
sale of Lotto tickets and Union im
provments. This is a complete
contradiction. Any improvement in the
University Union will substantially
increase student fees.
Finally, he would like to get better
music groups and higher quality
performances. Remember that we
couldn't afford Elvis Costello at
$25,000, the average concert costs
at least $50,000. In addition, big
name groups usually require a seating
capacity of at least 10,000 along
with regulations concerning lighting
and sound systems. Let's face it, at
this time we do not have the facilities
nor the money.
Therefore, Beeman's ideas are not
practical or feasible on Eastern's
campus.
Tegan Ward

teristics. I have had the privilege to
work with Mike in a number of dif
ferent organizations. As a'
representative to the lnterfraternity
Council I've seen his ability to work
well with others in many different
situations and all the while convey his
ideas for improving the organization.
As a leader he is selfless and open
minded. As a senator on the student
awareness committee his goal has
been to increase the student body's
knowledge about affairs and issues
concerning the entire student body. If
I'm not mistaken, the BOG
representative's obligations and
duties are much like Mr. Riordan's
duties on the student awareness
committee. Although this position
deals with university matters on a
more statewide level, Mike's student
awareness committee experience
would be an added plus to this office
and more importantly to us, the
members of the student body.
Join me in supporting the Action
Party's candidate for the Board of
Governors representative, Michael
Riordan. Let your actions speak
louder than words. Vote for a most
qualified candidate Mike Riordan.
Eileen Sullivan
Vice president
Panhellenic Council

Outgoing Duncan
with Golden's vote
Editor:
I feel Jim Duncan, who is running
for Student Senate in the Residence
Hall District on the Voice ticket, is
very qualified for the position he
seeks. Jim is a very out-going and
ambitious person. He is willing to
listen to the students and voice their
opinions. I have known Jim for the
past four years and in that duration I
have witnessed Jim going out of his
way to help those in need.
I think that these characteristics
that Jim has qualifies him for the
senate position. I know Jim has my
vote; I hope you'll vote for him also.

Riordan qualified
candidate for BOG
Editor:
In observing the past performance
of Eastern Illinois University's student
governing body, the Student Senate,
I've come to realize how extremely
important it is to have experienced
and enthusiastic student leaders such
as these in office. The four executive
officers must. be strong leaders with
experience, drive and an eye for the
future. I believe that Michael Riordan,
the Action Party's candidate for
Board of Governors Representative
portrays these specific charac-

Bill Golden

Editor's note
Because of a lack of space, four
letters
vice

supporting

Action

president

Nusbaum,

one

senator-at-large

executive

candidate
letter

Trish

supporting

candidate

Theresa

Krause and one letter supporting the
Action

party

were

not

able _to

be

printed.
The News will not be accepting any
more political endorsement letters for
the April 1 5 election.
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25• Beers
- 2 for 1 Well
with Gun Drinks
-�-�----1

t The Three Stooges
: ��� r¥���m 1�
{(
{(
{(
{(
{(

T h u rsday , Apri l 1 6
at

7 : 00 p . m .
Bu zzard A u d i tori u m
Admission- $ 1

-Free Movie Posters• E .T.
• Mask
• White N ights
• Rock Bands
and more !

Tuesday :

$1 Mason Jars
75¢ Re.fills
"Grab a Heine''
Heineken

$1

* * **

·111��

9-cl

Ye•ha !

• Ask for April
Fools Special
The Party Continues!

gather 'round for
a Western Adventure
C lassic

·

' ' Butc h Cas s idy
a nd the
Su nda nce Kid "

Happy
Birthday

Ms . Parker
AKA Beaner
Loue, Your
Buddy,
Al

Wed nesday , April 1 5
1n
t h e G rand Bal lroom
at 7 p . m .

"BUTCH CASSIDY AND THE SUNDANCE KID"

•

& V'Jt.O ·

•

"·� ·
1 o s v .� ·
g

T-SHIRTS $ 3.00
Sweatshi rts $ 6.40
&

Sweatpants 2nds

• 1 TABLE $5.00
JORDACH E PANTS

·

•

• EASTERN JACKETS
20% OFF
•

HAWAII AN SHIRTS

JAMS 20% OFF

• JANTZEN SWEATERS
% PRICE
ALL T-shi rts
�weatshi rts
Sweatpants

20% OFF

"YOU R JO L LY HABE R DASH E R"

LEVI CORDS-SWEATERS
Values to $28.00

1 Rack

$1 .00 OFF
•

SHORTS-T-shirts
GOOFS

1111��:.�

ruEs
& WEo
9 A.J\.1
ro 8 p
·M

1ut.S .

• RUSSELL ATHLETIC

50¢ Adm ission

• N EW JANTZEN
Shirts & Shorts

20% OFF
• DRESS SLACKS
SUITS &
SPORT COATS
% PRICE
• BELTS-Socks
TIES - DRESS

PHON E 2 1 7 345- 6944

SHIRTS 20% OFF

·
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______

'd Shawn Bailey, president of the Honors

confirmed that the "inclusion in the
Newslett.er was indeed an en

·on's

t. "

she was pleased with the efficiency
elections committ.ee in handling the prot.est
gs.
said she was also pleased with the results.
they did a fair job and a thorough in
.
"
n, she added.
, members of the Voice party were not as

.

y said

't say I was too surprised," O'Mera said.
out of the five people wlro were discussing
tter tried to persuade us not to do it (file a

1

prot.est) in the first place."
Madigan said "everyone involved was anxious to
get the hearing along," adding that the Voice
members had not been swayed not to file a prot.est.
"The Voice Party was advised to file a prot.est
only if they want.ed to follow through with the
complet.e procedure," Madigan said. ''They couldn't
just go half-way."
Pennington said Voice senat.e candidate Jim
Duncan is also in the Honors program, but was not
mentioned in the newslett.er. "In my opinion, I still
think it was unethical," she added. "Maybe it wasn't
legally wrong, but it was unethical."
Camren; however, said the newslett.er was
already sent off before Duncan had announced or
filed to
on the Voice ticket.

run
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GIRLS
*

:
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FOR INFORMA T/ON CALL: TOM BRA WNER
DIRECTOR OF BA NDS
58 1-2622

TU ESDAYS AFTER 4 P . M .

�

't delay . . . . . . . . . . . start today . . . . . . . . . . . let us do your resume! ! .

'

·O NLY $2.49

<-.�§:>-;+.

.

'

SPAGHETII & GARLIC BREAD

�>.��
;���� ·

�ore information, call 345·1 1 50 or stop �Y the office at 903

TRYOUTS FOR THE
PANTHER MARCHING BAND FLAG CORP
1 : 00 pm
APR I L 26 Fme A rtS B U I Id mg

ALL YOU CAN EAT

�"

Press the right key t o your future! !
t " M y Secretary" aid you i n developing a professional resume that will
a good first impression.
Secretary" also provides other word processing services, such as,
of application, term papers, or other items to fit your individual

8t!l Street between 9 : 00 AM and 5 : 00 PM

from page
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CORNER OF
4TH and LINC OLN . J ERRY'S PIZZA 345-�844

\

r---.;.. .;..

H aircut Specia l
$6 . 50 Reg. $ 7 . 50

.

Tans- 10 for $40
or $ 5 p er Session

Pres ent coupon for spec ia ls .

63 6 w .

$1

•

Lincoln

Off

00

Me d ium, Large

or X-Large Pizza

FREE DELI VE R Y

�

�

I·

!

8
c:
�'
2

1 I 1 6 oz. Pepsi
with delivery of small
or medium pizza
2 I 1 6 oz. Pepsi's
with large or x-large

.

Guido

"I

I

345-1 345 I
• • • • • • • • • • • • • COUPON · • • • • • • • • • • • • '
Limit one per pizza
AM EVERDAY A ND 4 PM O N SU NDAY
-

OPE� AT 1 1

JAMAICA JOE'S

MAICA JOE'S

ALL
J
0
E

·

JAMAICA JOE'S

JAMAICA JOE'S

�r b.

4.?'

G R EEK SI L V ER
JEW ELRY
50 % O FF

�k

�

�
�
J

0

Aq,.Q
��
�� s
...
--�---....�"".""'"���
-----s --------.;_
CHECK OUT O U R
J
'
A
i
LATEST MOV I ES:
C. 0. s
I

M
A
I
c
A

J
0
E

'

on ly

PRINCE

$1 4.24

U2
LOV E TRA CTO R
PSYCH E D E L I C FURS
SLO UYS IE A N D
THE BANSH EE S

s
JAMAICA JO E ' S

JAM AICA JOE'S

BACK TO S C H O O L
THE FLY
TOP G U N
LEGAL EAGLES
SOUL MAN

E

Reg . $ 2 2 .-$9 6

s1 Q99 to s29 99

SPRI N G D RESSES

BIBS & J EA N S

s39 s599e

30 % oFF

Reg . to $98
. •

.

J EWELRY
3 for s349

,

Other I n Store
Specia ls

,

M
A
I

c

A

JANmCl
U NIVERSI TY VILLAGE
Hours : 1 0 : 00 - 5 : 30 M - F , 9 : 00 - 5 : 00 SAT.

J

'

E

BLUE DOT
M OV I ES O N L Y 99�
JAMAICA JOE ' S

_

0

ALSO :

20

_ _ _ _ _ _

ESP RIT

· · - - - - - - - - - ��� - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
_

Exp ires Ap ril
_ _

TU ESDAY - WEDNESDAY - THU RSDAY

No Coupons with this offer.

·

_

SI D EWALK
SAL E

lnc_l udes Free Pepsi , Free Delivery
& Tax

.

i.�
"

R e g . 10 for $45

(20 mi n . sa me as 3 hrs . i n Sun)

Debbie Warman

s

JAMAICA JO E'S

i

Perms $29
Reg . $ 32

_

$5 . 00

LA ROMS PIZZA

_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1 205 3rd st. 345- 7530

L----------

Tu esday Spec i a l
M ed i u m 1 Item Pizza

...;

fHE GOLilEN COMB �:
Beauty & Tanning Salon
,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

S p r i n g c l ea n i n g g ot yo u d ow n ?

Sell th o s e un wan ted item s by usin g
T h e Dai ly Easte rn N ew s ' classifieds !

.J

T uesday ' s
8.

Aprll 1 4, 1 9 8 7

Classi fie d ads

luesday ' s

[B' Services Offered

word
"My Secretary,"
Professional
processing.
letters,s.
packages,
resume
thesi
papers,
term
y
t
i
qual
903 1 8th. 345-1 1 50. 00
NAL ityRESUME
PROFESSIOQual
papers,
PACKAGES:
nt ser
e
l
excel
n,
o
cti
e
sel
g
bi
Crossword vi c e. PATTON QUIK PRINT,
W. Park Plaza, 345-6331 . .oo
38-PTL Club
RESUME
JOB SERVICE,
GET YOUR
1 1 :35 p.m.
·
FAST
COPY
AT
X!
1 7-Ask Dr. Ruth
PRICES. NEAR CAM·
LOW
PUS. 207 LINCOLN.
oo
3-Ric hard Roberts
to
t
s
typi
nal
o
professi
a
Need
1 2:1 0 a.m.
g at low rates?
typiat n345-6759
your
1 0-Movie: "The Abduction do
after
Call Jean
of Saint Anne" (1 975) A
5p.m.
private eye is hired by the
4/1 4
Vatican to check into the
NEED
TYPING:
$1
.25
d.s.
rumored saintliness of a
page--Papers,
Letters,
mobster's daughter.
Thesis-Call: 345-9225.
4/1 3-1 5
20-22,27-29
WEIU-TV

Digest

TV
4:30 p.m.

2-Jeopardy!
9-Transformers
1 0-Facts of Life
1 2-Sesame Street
1 7-Entertainment Tonight
4:35 p.m.
5-Leave it to Beaver
5:00 p.m.
2, 1 7-People's Court
3-News
9-Facts Of Life
1 0-M*A*S*H
1 5-Jeopardy!
38-Entertainment Tonight
5:05 p.m.
5-Beverly Hillbillies
5:30 p.m.
2,3, 1 0, 1 5, 1 7,38-News
9-WKRP in Ci n cinnati
1 2-Nightly Business Report
5:35 p.m.
5-Down To Earth
6:00 p.m.
2,3, 1 0, 1 5, 1 7-News
9-Barney Miller
1 2-MacNeil, Lehrer
Newshour
38-Dating Game
6:35 p.m.
5-Sanford and Son
6:30 p.m.
2, 1 5-Wheel oi Fortune
3-PM Magazi n e
9-Jeffersons
1 0-Hollywood Squares
1 7 ,38-Newlywed Game
6:35 p.m.
5-Baseball - Cincinnati at
Atlanta
7:00 p.m.
2, 1 5-Matlock
3,1 0-Spies
9-Movie : "Moses" (1 976)
Burt Lancaster as Moses.
Concludes Tomorrow at this
ti m e.
1 2-Nova
1 7 ,38-Who's The Boss
7:30 p.m.
1 7 ,38-Growing Pains
8:00 p.m.
2, 1 5-Jesus of Nazareth ·
Part 3, concludes tomorrow
at this time.
A C ROSS
1 F astening
device

6 Sounds of

m i rth
10 Type of curtain
14 Diameter
halves
15 Verve
16 C a l m
1 7 Coronet
18 An anagra m
for n a i l
1 9 L i s t part
20 TV detective
prog ram
23 Where to find a
panda
2 4 TV sitcom
25 New
Providence
I sland city
2 9 Select
c a refully
31 N.Y.C. or S.F.
34 E a s t I nd i a n
vine
35 M i s t ress Gwyn
37 "M ink ' s cou sin
39 TV detective
prog r a m
42 English potter
43 Track shape
44 S k i l l s
45 Letter f r o m
G reece
46 Autry or B a r ry
48 Evaluate
50 Go w rong
51 Appropriate
52 TV series
detectives
59 Novice
60 Colotful
perenn i a l
6 1 Festivals
63 Medical-sch.
course
·
64 - homo
65 Where to find
Dolph i n s

3, 1 0-Movie : "Seduced"
(1 985) A complex whodunit
focusing on an ambitious
state's attorney who falls for
the widow of the tycoon
whose murder he's in
vestigatin g.
1 2-Frontli ne
1 7 ,38-Moonlighting
9:00 p.m.
9-News
1 2-World Without Walls
1 7,38-Max Headroom
9:05 p.m.
5-Movie : "The Plunderers"
( 1 960) Unusual story about
four young saddle tramps who
attempt to take over a town.
9:30 p.m.
9-INN New�
1 0:00 p.m.
2,3, 1 0, 1 5, 1 7-News
9-Honeymooners
1 2-Doctor Who
38-Too Close for Comfort
1 0:30 p.m.
2, 1 5-Tonight
3,10-M*A*S*H
9-Magnum P.I.
1 2-Movie: "Mr. Lucky"
( 1 943) Breezy tale about an
opportunistic gambler who
turns his talents to a war-relief
agency and a society girl.
38-Nightline
1 0:35 p.m.
1 7-Dating Game
1 1 :00 p.m.
3-Quincy
1 0-T.J. Hooker
1 1 :05 p.m.
1 7-Nightline
5-Movie: "Houdini" (1 953)
Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh
in a romanticized and en
tertaining account of the life
and times of the great
magician-escape artist.
1 1 :30 p.m.
2, 1 5-Late Ni g ht With David
Letterman
9-Movi e : "Horizons West."
(1 952) Talky tale of ranchers
and empire builders in the
post-Civil War West.
66 M. Desca rtes
67 M ol t
68 Append

DOWN
1 Scene i n " L.A.
L aw"
2 Secul a r
3 Shebat
follower
4 Variable star
5 Covered
gallery
6 G reeting
7 K i rghizian
range
8 Arab garment
9 St rengthen by
tempering
10 White sight at
Dove r
1 1 B iography
predecessor

Report errors i m mediately a t 581 -281 2. A correct
w i l l a ppear in the next edition . U n less notllitd,
c a n not be respon sible for an i n correct ad alter 111
i n sert ion. Dea d l i n e 2 p . m . previous day.

_______

___

__

Midn ight

_______

____

_____

1 :00 p.m.

Survival Spanish - "The Trip"
1 :30 p.m.
A Touching Way to Teach Math
· "Part I"
2:00 p.m.
Moving Right Along - "Mr.
Juan-derful"
2:30 p.m.
The Challenge of the Unknown
- "Outcomes/Where Am I
Going?"
2:50 p.m.
Feature
3:00 p.m.
Market Wrap
3:30 p.m.
Money Talk
4:00 p.m.
Wall Street Final
5:00 p.m.
News Scan 51
5:30 p.m.
Survival Spanish · "The Tri p "
6:00 p.m.
Earth, Sea and Sky · "En
vironmental Geology"
6:30 p.m.
EIU Connection - "Farmer's
Plight" with Tom Stouten
borough
7:00 p.m.
Fi l m Classic Theatre " A Walk
in the Sun" starring Lloyd
Bridges
9:00 p.m.
U.S.A. Tonight - World and
National News
9:30 p.m.
News Scan 51

1 2 Bend
13 Lawn t ree
21 As a father, he
knew best
22 Mete
2 5 Oslo c i t izens
26 Expert
2 7 Mead research
s i te
28 G l ided
2 9 G a r l i c portion
30 A r m bone
31 Cubic meter
32 Trappe r ' s
d i splay
33 Lock
36 H a r row ' s rival
38 Oolong and
hyson
40 A rgentine
river
41 Rebuffs

-

4 7 Banks and
Ford
49 M a rk of
d i sgrace
50 Ham i t up
51 Totaled
5 2 Since, in
Scotland
53 Where to find
Qum
5 4 Prefix for duke
or enemy
55 Pleasant
F rench resort
5 6 Physical
strength
5 7 Buck heroine
58 Entitle
59 Feather ' s
companion
62 Number of
angles i n a
hexagon

lB" Help Wa nted

NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell
Avon.
Call Pam. 359-1 577 or
1 -800-858-8000.
oo
COUNSELORS
CAMP
private Michigan
wantedrlsfor summer
camps.
boys/gi
canoeing,
swimming,
Teach:
gym
l ing,
sai
tennis,
lery, archer,
rifwaterskiing,
s, sports,
c
nasti
computers,
golf, crafts, mai
camping,
ntenance.
rimaid ing.
Also
Ki
t
chen,
officore,
ntenance.
Sal
a
ry
$700
B. MarcIL Seeger,
more
1372-446-2444.
765plus
MaplRe&, Wfld.
60093.
4/1are5
tionsgrads
- Posi
TEACHERS
ng '870 · 6.
Spriages
lanblge for
avai
worki
wi
t
h
Recruitment
for positions for
1 98 7 -88 school year i s
the
ly
opmental
NOW! Joi(Pin aagetidevel
losophy)
an phi
oriented
alists.
care speciBenefit
team of childcampus
Suburban
Package. Psychol
ogy/Soci
31 oto2·l
le. Phone
ogy grads eligibResumes
945-4290.
Deerfi
eld Street,
Day Care
445 Pine
DeerfiCenter,
eld, IL
6001 5.
4/27
IRRESI
S
TIBLE
OFFER
If
you
are
1
7
-35
years
ol
d
theto
Nati
o
nal
Guard
woul
d
like
you$11 00%
colpartlegetimtuie tion,
atoffer
l
e
ast
200
per year, and the new G.I. pay
Bi l l
for
colti bllege
expenses.
An
Iirrresi
s
e
offer
form
the
resistible force. Call 258·
6381 .
4/30
Needed:
Swi
m
Instructors,
WSI
requi
red.
MattoonCalHol
iday
Inn.
Fl
e
xi
b
l
e
hours.
l
234SWIM
yn Sales,
Mac TayJalAquati
c School.Director,
4/1 6
Qui
c
k
cash
$4/hour
startat
today,
appl
y
i
n
person
Jimmy John's. Must have a
car.
4/1
Page One tavern will hire 1 55
peoplnext
e. 3Fall.
immediApplatelicyatiand
1 at2
for
o
ns
Main bar.
4/1 7
_______

______

______

______

_____

____

_______

lB" Help Wa nted

s . Cruiselines,
Resort Hotel
Parks,
Amusement
Airlines,
ons.an
ati
c
i
appl
g
n
accepti
NOW
and
n
o
informati
more
For
write: Natiocnale,
ication;
appl
RecreatiHiolntonServi
ate 8074,
CollegiBox
Head,
P.O.
s . c . 29938.
4/21
Full
and
part-ti
m
e
habi
l
i
t
ati738
on
ai1 8th
des.Street,
ApplyCharl
in person
at
eston. 4/1 7
_____

______

[B' Room mates

Roommates Needed: Large
house.
one blockDouble
from campus.
Fall/Spring
rooms
avai
l
a
bl
e
,
$1
04
a
month.
Cal
l
345-971
5
after
3:30
and
ask
for Dawn or Kathy.
4/1for7
Mal
e
subl
e
aser
wanted
summer. Great apt. Low rent,
cl581ose-5744.
to campus. AC. Call Cory
4/1 72
1
Femal
e
for
Summer,
femal
es for Fall,
non-smoki
ng,to
tocampus.
share
house
cl
o
se
$1 50/month. Call
. 348-51 64
4/1 7
2 Femal
e subiNiecasors
needed
for
Summer.
e
house,
block from Lantz. Call 348·Y.
5066.
4/1 5

lB" For Rent

OUR R E N
CHECK AFTER
SPECIALS
S
ALDO-RO
BA RP AE RA TK M. E NTS.
J
EADS-EADS REALTY.
21 1 3.
HO
2 - STORY
AVAILABLE
MAY
15!
1
from
Square.
Large
Dining room,
1 and 1 /2
fenced
i
n
backyard,
bedrooms
for upCaitol 346
Lot'
s
of
room!
between 1 O and 4 p.m.
Special-A
Easter Spaci
Reduced.
ofus
furni
s
hed
for
si
x
from Micro
blocks
Washer/Dryer,
Garage. 348-0377.

______

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_____

____

lB" For Rent

For Fall1 female,
4 bedroom
furniroom,
shed
house,
pri
v
ate
less than one block from Lantz.
581 -6007 or 345-9708. 4/28
house forto 4 students,
1REFERENCES
/2Neat block
stadium.
requi
r
ed.
$600
month,
1
O months. Jim or
Donna Wood 345-4488.
oo
Near
Campus
Apartment
to
be
subleased
for
the
summer.
$1 50 monthly.
Limit 1 orCall2
persons.
Furnished.
Today. (348-561 7) 4/1 4
1 & 2$80Bed.& Apts.
for
'87-'88
term.
up.
Al
s
o
2 Bed.
House.
Al
l
recentl
y
remodeled,
clean & nice. 345-4494. 4/28
for '87 '882 Femal
term.e roommates
Nice 3 bedroom
house
close to E.1.U.
348·
8286, 345-4494,
345-9605.
4/28
4
Bedroom
House.
$400
a
month.
31
9
Madi
s
on.
Cal
l
after
3p.m. 345-5976.
4/1 6
2
Bedroom
apartment.
Furnished,Excel
washer
and
dryer,
parking.
l
e
nt
condi
tion.
$330
2
people,
$375
-3
people. 345-7286.
/17
-----5
-NEAR
--,,---.,.-HOUSE
CAMPUS
1 0 MONTH
PERSONS,
LEASE. FURNISHED.
$1 40
PER PERSON. CALL JAN
EADS-EADS
REALTY. 345·
21 1 3.
oo
M
A
L
E
S
U
M
M
E
R
SUBLEASOR
for
one
bedroom
Apartment
Utilities included.
Cal
l 345-2576.
4/24
-----�

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_______

____

_____

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

for
an Ayet!J'I
plmore
aLooki
ce girls
tonglivneeded
e next
to
compl
e
tel
y
furni
s
hed
1 /2 blandocks
from
Hurry
Call 345-3594.
Two
Bedroom
Apt.for
for
4
peopl
e
open
and
Fall.
1 bloCarl
ck from
Cal
l
Robert
Bassett 345-21 51isle, or
6:00 345-6453.
GOVERNMENT
HO
from
$1
(U
repai
r
).
D
tax
Cal
l L1·6191repo
657property.
Ext.
H1
441
for
list.
New Listing: Sum
furni
sRobert
hed houses
on 9th
Cal
l
Carl
i
s
l
Bassett 345-21 51e, or
7:00 345-6453.
Nice one
bedroom
ments,
very
near pr
range and regrig.
two uppeopldependi
e max,ng $25
and
length. 345-4220. on
people,
ni348-1
sCottage,
hed,61 4.$1 002 each,
House,4 students,
7 rooms, fu2
close,
$1 35 each lease. 348-181
SUBLEASOR FOR
MB EE RD R O NOEMEDED-0
-LOCA
CHE
RENT-GREAT
581 -2812 and ask
Cal
Sheil la.
1 ,2shedandapartments
3 bedroom
furni
for
Fal
l
'
8
7
at
PARK
P
(across from Student
call 2 1 7 -359-0203.
Very nice, 1 , 2, & 3
furni
shed $1houses,
c
campus.
35/pe
and
up Cal
dependi
ng on
length.
l
345-3148
5:30p.m.
r

______
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-campus clips
Women will hold their
activation banquet today at 5:30 p.m. at
Boomer's. Ms. Preston of Boatman's National
Bank wil speak.
will meet today at
6:45 p.m. in Room 1 38 McAfee.
wilt have a Speaker Meeting Tues. April
1 4, 1 987 at 6:00p.m. in Buzzard Room 207.
Dr. Mariann Rafoth, psychology dept. will speak
and elections for 1 987 -88 officers wil be held .
Campus Clips are published daily, free of
charge, as a public service to the campus. Clips
should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
Collegiate Busi ness

Recreation Majors C l u b

JHMC

See page 9 for a n swers

office by noon one business day before
be published (or date of event). In
should include event, name of
organization (spelled out - no Greek
abbreviations), date, time and place of
plus any other pertinent information. Name
phone number of submitter must be i
Clips containing conflicting or confusinl!
formation will not be run if submitter
contacted. Clips wil be edited for
available . Clips submitted after noon of
day cannot be guaranteed publication.
be run one day only for any event. No
be taken by phone.
s

Tuesday's

Classi fied ads

--...,.--=-00
.,...
'ty drive & Ratts
houses for ·3·4
Is $ 1 45 for 3 and
4 for fall of '87 and
'88. 9 month lease

1 1 5.

00
-=---:--_,.bed room
(The
Quiet
) McArthur Manor
. 345-6544
or
1 . Ask for M r .

"='""'r,: 2

U? For Rent

U? For Rent

3
Bedroom
house ,
fur
n i shed .
Available
August.
Washer & Dryer, Excellent
condition . Close to EIU . $600
per month . 345· 7 2 8 6 .
____.4/24
__
Subleasers
needed
for
Summer. · Excellent location.
Low rent! Call Danielle 5 8 1 •
5 1 89.
______4/1 7
APARTMENTS: 1 block to
EIU . 1 BR. · $ 1 80 mo . • 2 BR. ·
$320 m o . & up. RENTAL
SERVICES 345-3 1 00 .
______ 4/1 7
For Fall 1 % blocks from
campus. 3 bedroom furnished
apartment for 4 or 5 students,
includes dishwasher and color
T.V. 1 0 month lease. Call 345·
340 1 or 345-2263.
______4/2 1
2 Bedroom apartment. 3·4
students, Close to campus. 9
month lease. 826·2598.
____4/1
__
5
For Summer Session:
2
bedroom Girls apt. in Old
Towne. Negotiable Rent. If
interested, call Shari 58 1 ·
2 5 7 5 , Usa 58 1 ·237 7 .
______4/24
SUMMER ONLY Flat rate of
$200 per month on all �rt
ments for 2 people. Carlyle
Apts. 947 4th Street & 1 305
1 8th Street. 348· 7 7 46.

1 bedroom apts. located at
7 5 1 6th st. $ 1 60·2 1 O/per
month . Call 345-662 1 after 4 .

oo

1
Subleasor
needed for
summer,
own
room,
fully
furnished, i nexpensive. 348·
5370, call after 4p. m .
____4/1
__
4
3 and 4 bedroom, two
bathroom houses. One year
lease. Leland Hall Real Estate.
345-70 2 3 .

o
. o

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

One
room
apt .
1 202
·Jackson . Quiet tenant. N o
parties, n o pets! Lease, succ.
dep . , ref. $ 1 60 . 345-47 4 2 .
____4/1
__
7
Summer
Subleasers .
5
Bedroom House; 1 block from
campus. Cheap! 345-30 7 9 .
---�---,,--4/ 1 6
Group Housing, Summer and
Fall Leases. Call 345·4878 or
345-7993. Leave Message.
______4/1 6
1 or 2 FUN female room·
mates for Fall. Modem Apt.
Own room . 345· 5928.
/1 6
____4
__
MORTON
PARK
APART·
M ENTS. 1 1 1 1 2nd Street.
Now leasing for fal l , two
bedroom .
Completely
fur
nished. Close to campus.
Water, garbage, cable TV
included in rent. 9% month
----o
----� o_ lease. $ 1 40 each for 3 , $ 1 20
each for 4. 345-4508.
Summer or Fall very nice,
____4/1
__
7
furnished · 2 bedroom,
1%
Summer subleasers needed .
baths ai)artment with dish
2 bedroom apartment. Call
washer. 4 people $ 1 20 a
58 1 -2943 or 5 8 1 -3543.
month each on year lease or 9
_.4/1 7
_
month ·lease available. 1 0 1 7
_
____
_
_
SUBLEASOR FOR SUM·
Woodlawn . Phone 348·7 746
MER. BRITTANY RIDGE, OWN
--------�0 0
BEDROO M , AC , VERY NICE.
Large . apartment for four
students, Utilities furnished,
SHELLEY 345-339 2 .
7
____4/1
__
Close to EIU . 345-2390.
______ 4/1 7
DELONG APTS. 1 1 09 6th
Str. Two blocks from campus.
Puzzle Answers
Furnished . 9 month lease. Two
apts. for two people each.
C L A M Pl H A H A I c A F E
348-5039 .
R A D I I I E L A N I L U L L
____4./1
__
4
T I A R Al L A I N I I T E •
S u b l easer
needed
for
I C R A z y L I K E A F 0 XI
summer. Call M ichelle 348·
-- - z 0 0 - · L F -N A s .s A U • C ti L L• S P T
5854. House close to cam0 D A L• N E L L • 0 T T E R
pus.
R E M l N G T 0 N S T E E L E
______.4/1 6
s p 0 D E• 0 v A L • A R T S

2 B EDROOM
APARTM ENTS AVAI LABLE
FOR S P R I N G , SU M M E R & FALL
STARTI N G AS LOW AS
$120 P E R P E RSON
9 & 12 M ONTH
LEASE AVAI LABLE

E N E• A
R -- A P
N A N D S
1 R I DI
E c c El
s H E DI

Insertion. Deedlln• 2 "P.m. previous dey.

U? For Sa le

_______

E T A• G
-- E R
I S I M O
T y R 0•
A N A T•
R E N E•

..... .,.. l••1 81lllJ 81 111 ·81 1. A oerr.ct eel
wlll ....... In ttle next edition. Un.... notlfi.d, we
cennot be rffpon1lbl• for en Incorrect ed eher Its first

s
T
I
G
II
A

N EW Woman's ten-speed
bike. $ 1 25 (was $ 1 8 7 ) call
Penny 348· 1 589.
____4/1
__
7
1 978
KAWASAKI
200 ,
6000 m i . $400. 1 9 73 Chevy
Caprice,
454
eng.
good
shape,
loaded.
348- 7 7 8 7 .
John.
-------�4 124
Moped-Maxi
Puch . 450
miles. $250.00. Call 235·
37 46 after 4 : 00p. m .
______4/1 7
For Sale • Golf club set. Call
348· 7 8 7 3 after 4 : 00p. m .
7
____4/1
__
FOR SALE : 1 973 FORD
PINTO, RUNS GOOD. CAU:
58 1 -5447 after 6 :00p . m . or
come by U n i v . Apt. 1 00 .
______ 4/20
1 9 83
Renau l t ,
4 3 , 000
miles, AM/FM, Air, $3300.
348-5936 .
____4
__ / 1 5
Two-seat couch $ 2 5 . 2·6x7
rugs $5 each. Ken 348-533 7 .
______4/1 5
'73 Olds. 9 8 . Runs wel l . In
'86·'87 received new brakes,
radiator, tune-up and steering.
ONLY $350! 5 8 1 ·2230 or
3363.
______4/1 7
1 980 Toyota, Front wheel
drive, automatic, A/C , AM/FM
cass�tte, recently new tires,
brakes, shocks, struts, bat·
tery. 30 MPG. M ust sell . _
$ 1 950. Call 5 8 1 ·2588.
__4/1
__
6
1 97 8 Honda CX 500 . Full
fairing with AM/FM cassette
stereo. Back rest, luggage
rack, cruise control, liquid
cooled. Great shape. Call Bob
348-0974.
1 ·3 : 30p. m .
or
after 7 p . m .
______4/2 1

s E S S
-• 0 NI
A L A S
I Al� I
N N E X

[!? disappointed
[!? disgusted
[!? depressed
[!?cramped
[!? n o p rivacy
[!? no space
*

9

U? For Sale

U? Lost/Fou n d

1 983 Chevette 4 cyl . 4
speed trans. Good Cond . Call
345-2 4 2 5 .
---� / 1 4
· 4
-For Sale-Guild B-30 1 Bass
Guitar with case. $ 1 5 0 . MUST
SELL, will negociate. Call Dan·
345-78 7 2 .
____4/1
__
4

DONALD WIRE pick u p your
ID at the News.
_
_
__
_
_
_
_4 / 1 6
LOST: 2 jean jackets at
Chinks Friday night. 2 sets of
keys and ID's in pockets.
PLEASE RETURN money is
involved. Csll 3 2 5 0 .
____4
__
/1 6
Lost: Disc camera Friday
night at Roe's. Please call 345·
•
1 524. Ask for Eri n .
____4/1
__
6

U? Lost/Fou n d
LOST: Green Army Jacket
with keys in packet. Call Joe .at
345-3690. REWARD.
4/1 4
Lost by Coleman Hal l : car
keys & dorm key on green key
chai n . 3 5 1 3 .
4/1 4
PAUL DOAN-Please pick up
your I D at the News .
· 4/1 4
Lost: Set of keys on Silver
Fila keychain . Lost around
campus pond. Please call 58 1 ·
34 1 9 .
4/1 5
FOU N D :
Watch
w/white
band
and
keys
attached
outside of Coleman on Friday
4/1 0 . Claim at Eastern News .
4/1 5
LOST, Outside Lantz. Blue
l . D . Folder with l . D . and other
perso n l a
items.
R eward
available. Please return to Daily
Eastern News for K. Bennett.
4/1 5
LOST: Keys Saturday night
with Sigma Tau Gamma key
chai n . If found call Betsy 58 1 • .
3308.
4/1 5
Lost: Keys on large silver
safety pin and two ID's/from
Romans
F r i day .
$20.00
Reward. 5 8 1 ·2505.
____.4/
__
16

U?An no1 mcements
To
all
Fratern i ty
Rush
Chairman : There will be an
impartant rush meeting Tues.
4/1 4. Jt is i mpartant that all are
there because we will be
finalizing Fall '87 Rush .
-:--------4/ 1 4
Tonita-FREE BEER at E . L.
Krackers-$3 Cover.
4/ 1 4
-,.,.--__,--____-"
WAY TO G O ALP H A PHI
TUGGERS!
You made us
proud. The ALPHA PHIS.
-=--=-------4/1 4
BOB
K E LLY ,
RICK
SKOUMAL,
and
WADE
SCH LINGER : Thanks for all
you hard work and dedication.
We couldn't have had better
coaches! Love, the AST"s.
---4/ 1 4
-=--=-:o=--,.,c-=�
ELECT! ! ELECT! ! ELECT! !
TRISH NUMBAUM FOR VICE
PRESIDENT OF
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT. VOTE APRIL
1 5th . PAID FOR BY JAN
HANSEN .
____.4/1 5
AST Canoers: Heidi, Chris,
Deb, and C . C . , You guys were
great!
Congratulations
on
bringing home the trophy!
Love, your sisters.
______ 4 / 1 4

Regency Apartments
the R egency Image It 's a tradition

' ' HOT RATES ' '

Let Regency customize a solution to your needs!

P rivate bed room rates available

CLOUD fl

CARLYLE APARTM E N TS
9 4 7 4 T H STR E E T
13 05 18TH STR E ET

348-7746

BETWEEN 6 AND 10 P . M .

345•5348
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

NO!

MIHY OON'T I

� BACK
tATCR, S!R t

L

4 / \'"f ltt 7

I.._,,,r\._

THIS CAN'T"

BE HAPPBN 
ING. �
IS 51//.J,

PP.E.SIOENT!

Tuesday ' s
t 0 April 1 4 , t 98 7
lB"A n nou ncements

Classified ads

lB" A n nou n cements

1

lB" A n nou ncement s

lB"An nou ncements

error• lmmedletely et 511 ·211 2. A conact
wl l l appear In the next edition. Unless notHltd,
Its
can not be responsibl e for an I ncorrect ad
i n sert ion. Deadl i n e 2 p.m. previous day.

Report

alter

lB"An nou ncements

&
ofa pace
a change
money through
for claMake
NUSBAUM
A M : enviNEED
E LAYRENEE,T ELISA,
AST RJILL,
TRISHA
Highest
Vote for Mitch Newman for priQUICK
yearCiorty Executi
Spend
ronment?
ssi
f
i
e
d
ads.
President
Vice
e
v
LYNETTE,
ces paidid aforCASH!!
cl
a
ss
rings,
gol
d
Off
Campus
.
S
enator.
Hi
s
York
New
the
in for children. We're ACTION gives results. Vote
summer
DID
YOU
GUYS
AND LYNN.
and
monds,
gold
y,
r
jewel
ACTI
O
NS
Speak
l
o
uder
than
caringfor responsible in- Action. Paid for by Craig AMY SUE LANG : Drap
TO area
AND El'MN PROUD
sterling
etc. GREAT,
silver con·
hiNusbaum.
s words. Paid for by Trish siQuilverck coins,
ldiooking
0UR
Y
phone
andBetty,
come pick-up.
out with
HAVE B EANKS,
easy
and
and
become a lofoving,a Lange.
ual
d
i
v s to member
.4/1
5
RICH.
hands
up.
e COACH-TH
Buy-Sell-Trad
dential. We Basebal
.4/1 5 fithousands
TO Fag! My, you've got the
l Cards- Tonite- FREE BEER at.4/1E.L.4 well-paid
Terry Pitts. At-Large Pawn Shopof 51 2 6th
CallInc..or ALLCONGRATULATIONS
professional family.
beautifhe
ul. .. Whi
te b wlike!I
! I
WINNERS
OF
GREEK
St.
Senator.
Vote
ACTION.
Pai
d
Nanny,
Midwest
e
t
wri
l
o
oked
Downtown on the Square. Call Krackers-$3 cover. 4/1 4 (91 4)478-4465, 8 Jordan WEEK. THE ALPHA PHIS.4/1 4 what
for by Deb Camren. Paid for by 348-1
ds!!!"I Are
you
01 1 .
Students for ACTION 4/1 5
udson, A vote for ACTION is a vote Donal
Rd. , 1Hastings-on-H
sorori
ty?
can dream
VOTE AACTISON! L LAUREL
5/1
6
inmore
for
070
N.Y.
by
for
a
.
.
.
"
Bawk·Bawk!
d
Dan
Pai
results.
for
E PAIDY formation.
E
Haldl BSTUDENT-AT-LARGE.
Residence Pai
Andrea Pyle.
for Senator.
Barrett.
NOUNCEMENT:
today
Vote
ACTION.
Btative-ACT
.MICHAEL
O . G . RIORDAN
Represen
.4/1
4
AMY'S
ANNUAL
21st
FOR BY KATHY MONKE. 4/1 5 VOTE ACTION: TRISH ------'4 / 1 5
for by Mike Riordan.
I
O
N
g
iv
e
s
Lori Lockman. Off-Campusd THDAY!! Lots and
RESULTS.
Vote Action. Paid LAUREL BEASLEY ·4 11for5 Dave a.k.a THE LEGALIZER: NUSBAUM FOR EXEC. VICE Senator.
ACTION. Pai Ramona.
for
by Deb Camren.
PAID FOR BY for byTrishVote
.
PRESIDENT
Nusbaum.
we
toasts
mouth
g
to
bi
AT-LARGE VOTE Thanx
4/1 5 SENATOR
4/1 5 IFC Rush Chairs. I
on KATHY MONKE.
ACTION April 1 5. Paid for by want
IRRESISTIBLE
OFFERoldIf you
4/1
5
Vote
for
LAUREL
BEASLEY
Meeting Tonight 7:00p.
gettingtolecomgratul
galknown
for theatefiryou
stD,time
ACTION.
are
1
7
-35
years
the
Nusbaum
h
s
Tri
ACTION
for
Senator
At-l
a
rge
on
Apri
l
Oakland
Room.
C
you. H & forVote
.4/1 5 siT.nce we've
Nati
o
nal
Guard
woul
d
like
to
dent! 1 5. Paid for by Chip Brady.
e-Presi
Executive VicWel
Presi
d
ents
al
s
o
shoul
d
PHI SIGMA
SIGMA:
offer
you
1
00%
col
l
e
ge
tui
t
ion,
4/1 5
•4/14 Paid for by Crystal s h.
ons on winning
Congratulati
atperleyear,
ast $1and200.thepartnewtimG.I.e pay
en · s tugs . Th e AsT's . �/1 4 fo�ot�:�Ii<t,�����E:��� --E_LE_C_T_T_R-IS_H_A_N_U_S_B·fJ� Ag��N���e;;,a�0�i��r:'.d��i� w ::=: pf��ii1�2 · r::
m
w
o
Bi
l
l
for
expenses.
An _______and
_____Thanks
___STEVE,
_
VICE PRESIDENT.
by Michael Riordan. -- /1 5 building a new tradition.
Paid for by Crystal Welsh. ·4 /1 5 EXEC.
Irresiscoltiblleege offer
from the
CHUCK
PAID , FOR BY JENNIFER for-·4 all Wade.
year
Next
party.
great
I6381
rresis.tible force. Cal 258· for
the
LANTZ.
CONGRATULATI
O
NS
to
ELECT LAUREL BEASLEY
the STUDENT-AT-LARGE
to PHI
al� theALPHA
t
i
way
take
we'll
·4 /1 5 the winners in the Greek Week If you purchased
. PAID To all Fraternity Rush
4/30
maveric k! YOUR
Cambridgefest 11 and
FOR BY JENNIFER LANTZ.4/1 5 Chai
TUGGERS
LOVE
YOU!
JIM
VAN
DE
VEN
for
AT·
an Games. The AST's.
ThereMeetiwilnl gbein the
rman: Rush
·4/
4
refund please come to
1
-�-----4/1
4
LARGE
Senator.
Pai
d
for
by
TRI
Y: April important
S
H
NUSBAUMVOTE-Cambri
BALL
SO
dlge 345-9202.
with you ticket
TOURNE
FT
t
3
for
students for ACTION. 4/1 5 gi 3 bedroom
apartmen
at
andTues.
Room4 in4. theWeunion
21-23, under the lig hts at Oakl
FOR
VICE
PRESIDENT
OF
or
cal
$ 1 65 per person.$ 3 Baker'
r
ls.
will be
GOVERNMENT!!!
eld.ler.Sponsored
byat fi7:00
s FiMil
Thursday,
all l beremaining
houseCalfor
3. 1 30 Pike and
Tim Tayl
for ON.At-laApri
rgel bedroom
Rush. It is STUDENT
Fall al/1' 87
nimportant
alizing that
PAID
FOR
BY
PATTY
money
wi
l
Cal
l
Mike
per
person.
l
345-6621
Senator.
Voteor ACTI
l are there.4/ 4 JOHNSON.
Special Olympics.
345-3 7 49 to register. 4/ 6
after 4p.m.
1 5!
1
4
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5
1
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4
5
1
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AT K E RASOT ES TH EATRES

WILL P.OGEP.S , 345-9 2 2 2
All Seats S 1
Crocodile Dundee (PG·1 3J
Wonderful (PG-1 3),..

7:1 5

235-35 1 5

Blind Date (PG-1 3)

5:00•7:00

Success (PG-1 3)

4:45• 7:1 0

The Secret of My
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•

Denn

2 5 8-8228

CIMEMA 3
The Arl1toc1t1 (G)

5:00•6:45

Platoon (R)

4:45• 7:10

Pollce Academy 4 (PG)'

s200

& Enj oy T h e Mag ic With .

7:00

Some Kind of

TIME

C o me

�:10• 7 :00

ALL SHOWS D£FOP.£ 6 P.M. DAILY
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SCRUPLES.

EFFECTSTM
PERM

Perm Special
$30 includes
cut & style
(Ask for Regina)
OFFER good until
April 2 1 , 1 987
only at

Valerie's
Hair
Affair'
across from
Wilb Wal kers 345-571 2

Denny & Lee ha ve toured with
Joan Rivers, Glenn Campbell, & Dolly Parton
. . .just to name a fe w!

8

TU ESDAY , APR I L 1 4
PM G RAND BALLROOM
Ad m ission o n ly 5 0 ¢

Tickets available at U n ion Box Office

1 1 am-3 pm Wee kdays 5 8 1 - 5 1 2 2-Magical i l lusion performed with pol i s h & panach e-C O M PACT D I S K PLAYER
& OTHER P R IZES TO
'
B E G I V EN AWAY !
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Tuesday, Apri l t 4, t 987

Cards o pen with wi n l ess Expos

Dead l i n e set for rec u lti mate Frisbee
the first tune in Eastern
eational
sports
history ,
te Frisbee is being offered as
intramural sport.
s�ort, similar to soccer and
, includes seven players per
during two 20-minute halves.
ters will be limited to 14
or

1

·

__

from page 1 2

t t

ST. LOUIS (AP)-The St. Louis
Cardinals will face a sell-out crowd
and the Montreal Expos in their 1987
home opener Tuesday night at Busch
Stadium.
The team moved into first place in
the National League East Monday
with an 8-to-4 win over the Pirates at
Pittsburgh that ,boosted their record

people in both men's and women's
divisions in the single elimination
tournament.
The deadline for the ultimate
Frisbee tournament is April 2 1 ,
with competition taking place
April 24, 25 and 26. -

to 472 , but it probably wouldn't have
made much difference to the crowd
size if they had come home losers.
"We're completely sold out,"
director of tickets and stadium
operations Mike Bertani said Monday.
"We sold the last of the bleachers
seats on a reserved basis by 4 :30
Saturday ."

�()tt? f()r W. CJrca llcarnt? W l l J2i11 (()f Stuclt?11t (X)rt, )

t oo him.
ted to play that much more,"
said. ''I realized that sitting out
any fun. I wanted to get back out

INVOLVED IN STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:
1 ) Residence Hall Association - 3 years
2) Student Senate - 1 semester
3) University Board and committees - 1 year
4) National Residence Hall Honorary - 2 years
5) Daily Eastern News - 3 years

"

only did Bogar get back on the
he made a major contribution.
g an MVP season with
e in the North Shore League
1UI11IDer, Bogar has returned to
in his sophomore season at
·

·

ENDORSED BY:

Sean Payton
Janice Horsman
Gretchen Laux

Renee Eads
Carol Williams
Dan Beeman

RHA, NRHH
J ohnni Yearick
Michael Madigan

Bogar has been doing a fine
for us this season, a fine job,"
vitt said.
industrial technology major
isn't bothered by the fact that he
No. 13 on his Panther uniform.
, who had previously worn No.
ugh his high school and Little
e career, wound up with No. 13
use he was in the training room
iving treatment when the
rms were issued his freshman

Paid for by W . Grahame Wilkin III

T U E S D A Y & W E D N E S D A Y O N LY

IEIUS

t was the only number left,"
said.
e his Panther teammates may
superstitious, Bogar
e been
't be happier with the number.
'I've done really well with it, so I've
with it," Bogar said.
Bogar said he owes a great deal of
hitting success to ex-Eastern
tant coach Matt Fincher, who is
ntly at Georgia College in
edgeville , Ga.
"Matt was kind of my private
tting instructor my freshman year,"
said. "We'd barbecue out
ther and just talk hitting. He was
great guy."
Bogar also said he feels less
llm18ure and is relaxing more on the
this season.
'I feel a lot more confortable
use when I was a freshman I
't know if I'd be playing everyday
not. This 'year I don't worry about
·
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And neither does McDevitt and his
thers.

Long
Necks

Domes tic

Only
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"87'' GRAD

Free "8 7" charm for every

graduation announcement
order placed at

Bidwell Candies

Mattoon, IL

234-3858
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Chicago • •
Homewood
Kankakee •
Giiman • • •
Carbondale

HOW TO
BEAT THE
H IGH COST
OF GOING
TO COLLEGE
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$24.00 *
$24.00 *
$17 . SO * *
$15.00 * *
$2 1.00 * *

Instead of crammlnc Into • car,
why not sraduate to Amtrak?
Our fares are very affordable.
And we make -tracks from
Mattoon four times each day.

To find out more, call your travel
•sent or call Amtrak at

1·800-USA·RAIL.

ALL>
ABOARD
AMTRAK

Make your
weekends
sizzle . . .

On the Verge
of the Weeken d !
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H u nd reds of Item s Greatly Reduced ! ! !
Item s Too N u m erous To Mention ! ! !
Items Red uced I n side a n d O ut ! ! !
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Bogar having a banner season for Pant hers
By DAN VERDUN

Staff writer

Tim Bogar is slowly but surely putting toge
season that is reminiscent of the one Milwa
Brewer Robin Yount assembled five years ago.
Just as Yount tore up American League pi
en route to his Most Valuable Player award in 1
Bogar is feasting on collegiate pitching this
at Eastern.
.
Bogar, the Panthers' shortstop and a product:
Buffalo Grove High School, is hitting .408 wi
team-high nine home runs.
Those nine round trippers already match
number that current Minnesota Twins' farm
Kendall Snyder hit all of last season· to lead
Panthers.
Moreover� Bogar leads Eastern in slu
percentage ( . 709), on-base percentage (.575)
tied with Rick Sterioti in hits (4 2) .
He is also among the team's leaders in runs
(30), RBis (21) and stolen bases (7).
Although he considers himself a solid
batting out of the No. 3 slot in the Eastern lin
Bogar admitted that his high average and
stats were a little surprising.
''I'm usually a singles and doubles hitter,"
said. "(Eastern coach Tom McDevitt) has got
trying t6 go the opposite field on hit;and-runs
situations like that."
And just as Yount was forced to deal with so
adversity when an injury forced him to the ou
following his MVP season at short, Bogar too fa
difficult times last season.
After hitting .351 during his freshman season
1 985 , Bogar sat out last year because he did
accumulate enough hq\lrs the preceding semester.
"It was tough sitting in the stands and wa
them play," Bogar said. ''I knew I could help th
out, but there was nothing I could do."
But along with the season of sitting in the
came the realization of just how much base
(See BOGAR, page 1 1)
·

·

·

·

Tim Bogar
.
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Panth e·r s h ead to S I U for tw-i n - bi l l

,

The Panthers took two last year
from Southern by the same score of 1Eastern's softball team will be 0 in both contests.
looking to get its offense back in gear
Eastern's lack of hitting has
when it plays Southern Illinois in a . possibly been the biggest thorn in the
twin-bill at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday in Panther's side this season.
Carbondale.
The Panther's are hitting .228 for
The Panthers are 11-12-1 overall the season, and have failed to take
and 5-3 in the Gateway Conference. advantage of scoring opportunities
Southern is 15-12 overall and 6-2 in that would have ·turned some losses
the Gateway.
into wins.
Eastern is coming off a weekend in
The Panthers have for the most part
which it dropped three out of four to been hitting the ball hard, but have
conference rivals Indiana State and not found the holes in the opposing
Illinois State.
team's defense.
The Salukis upset Illinois State,
This is one reason that Marquis
ranked No. 15 in the nation, 2-0 believes the team can snap out of its
Friday on a three-hitter by Lisa hitting woes.
Peterson
''Inconsistency on offense has been a
Southern also swept Indiana State problem all year. But inconsistency
Saturday, winning game one 5-1 in can be cured in one day," Marquis
eight innings and game two 3-2 in said.
eight innings .
The Salukis on the other hand are
Although it would seem the Salukis hitting at a .264 clip on the year,
to be tough to handle, Eastern coach second best in the Gateway.
Janet Marquis said that they have not
Southern is powered on offense by
improved -tremendously over last third baseman Cindy Espeland who is
year.
hitting .342 on the season and .389 in
.
''Traditionally, they have been the last six games.
inconsistent. Personally , I ltaven't
Freshman centerfielder Shelly
seen them play tough back-to-back Gibbs is hitting .337 and leads the
ball game�" Marquis said.
Salukis in" runs batted in with 13.
By M I K E FITZGERALD

Staff writer

·
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Shortstop Jenny Shupryt has had to
overcome back problems while hitting
a solid .319.
Eastern's top hitter, perhaps its top
player of the season thus far, Sara
Karcher is leading the team with a
.320 average.
She is the team's leader in runs
scored with 14, hits with 24, doubles
and triples with six and three
respectively.
Centerfielder Angel Lendvay leads
the team in RBis with nine.
Zam Mogill is Eastern's top pitcher
with a 9-7 record and a 1.22 earned
run average. She also has fanned 88.
Karcher is 2-5 on the season with a
1 .65 ERA.
The Saluki staff is anchored by
Peterson who is 11-6 on the season
with a 1.17 ERA.
Stacy Coan, a transfer from
Eastern, is 4-5 with a 2 . 5 7 ERA.
Although Eastern is more than
likely out of contention for an NCAA
Tournament berth, a goal of Marquis'
at the outset, the team is still in the
race for the Gateway title.
"I think if we keep playing as hard
as we've been, we can hopefully put it
together," Marquis said.

"

Norman sets eyes on Heritag e Classic
I

AUGUSTA ,
Ga.
(AP)-Greg
Norman attempted to think positively
about the biggest disappointment of
his golfing life.
"It makes me more determined than
ever to go ahead and make 1987 a
better year than 1986," he said after a
miraculous shot by Larry Mize had
made him a foser again in one of golfs

major championships.
So Norman, beaten by Bob Tway's
bunker shot in the PGA last fall and
by Mize's playoff, 140-foot pitch-in
Sunday in the Masters, will go about
his business as usual this week,
heading to Hilton Head Island, S.C.
for the $650,000 Heritage Classic.

Did he consider skipping the
Heritage touranment, which begins
Thursday, to recover from what he
called "the toughest loss I've ever
had?"
"No," said Norman . "If I stayed
home, I'd�just be slamming things off
the walls."

N etters t
visit Brav
By M I K E M U RPHY

Staff writer

The 0-10 women's tennis
will try to get on the
track Tuesday as it tra
Bradley University.
The netters beat Bradl
in their last meeting in the �
"Bradley is a team we
beat," coach Grant Ale
said. He is hopeful that
man Kim Rhodes will be
to play after she re-injured
knee in Thursday's 7-2
Southern Illinois.
"I hope we can bounce
tinie for the (Gateway)
ference tournament," Al
said.
The netters have only:
matches to go until they go
tournament play. "It's an
portant game for
purposes," Alexander said.
If Rhodes is unable to
T u es day , sophomore·
Stuckey will most likely m
from her No. 4 singles
to fill the vacant
Sophomore Renee Ale
will probably play in the
No. 6 slot as the rest of
lineup will have moved
position 1
The No. 3 doubles team
Stuckey and Gretchen F1
continues to play well ho
as its record moved to 8-2 on
spring with
Salukis .
·
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